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Bi(Pb)2223超伝導体の作成と特性
三 浦 真 佳*。千 坂 寛 和**・村 中  健***
The Preparation and the characteristics of
Bi(Pb)-2223 Superconductor
ふ/1asayosiふIIuRA Hirokazu CHIsAKA and Takeshiふ′IuRANAKA
Abstract
Bi(Pb)superconductor has 2223 and 2212 phase with the transition temperature(Tθ)of abou  l101(and 80 K,
respectively  Although Bi(Pb)-2223 phase has the highest Tθin the Bi(Pb)sup rconduc or fanュily,it i  dimcult t。
be synthesized into a single―phase form at the atmosphere condition  We prepared the samples using solid state
reaction technique in low oxygen pressure atmosphere,and tried to mOdify the sintering condition to synthesize Bi
(Pb)-2223 single phase sample The sintered samples were characterized by using X―r y dittractometer(XRD),
Scanning electrOn microscopy (SEM),transition temperature (1鳥)and critical current density (デc)  It ttras found
that the repeated sintering operations enhance both 7「θ andアε
Key words: Bi(Pb)-2223,transition temperature,low oxyぅoen pressure atmosphere,critical current density,single
phase
1.はじめ に



































び臨界電流密度 (デc)の測定 には4端子法 を用いた。
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Fig l Crystal structure of the Bi(Pb)superconductor
Fig 2 Experirnental prOcedure
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Fig 3 Variation of the X―ray dif tractiOn pattern depend―
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Fig 4 The mass fraction of Bi(Pb)-2223 vs sintering
tirne
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Current―v01tage characteristics
(a) Effect of the repeated sintering
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